
Toad Brigade headlamp instructions
(Kids, ask an adult for help)

1. Cut along the edge of the headlamp shape.

2.  Use a pencil or pen to punch two holes in the yellow “strap”: one 
on each end.

3.  Tie string or ribbon to each hole to create a headband that fits 
your head size.

4.  Pretend that you are exploring in the dark (but leave the lights on).
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Here’s a badge, just to 
keep things official.

the toad brigade

the toad brigade

the toad brigade oath

the toad brigade oath

ThE toad 
brigade

OFFICIAL 
MEMBER OF

IS AN OFFICIAL MEMBER OF

IS AN OFFICIAL MEMBER OF

THIS CARD CERTIFIES THAT

THIS CARD CERTIFIES THAT

I, [state your name], do 
solemnly pinky promise...

Neither Goombas nor 
Magikoopas nor Boos nor 
large, annoying birds shall 
stay me from the swift 
collection of Power Stars.

Furthermore, I shall 
race into the cruel maw 

of danger 
with strength 
and courage, 
unless I’m 
busy.

Let my headlamp be a 
beacon of hope in a super 
scary universe.

I, [state your name], do 
solemnly pinky promise...

Neither Goombas nor 
Magikoopas nor Boos nor 
large, annoying birds shall 
stay me from the swift 
collection of Power Stars.

Furthermore, I shall 
race into the cruel maw 

of danger 
with strength 
and courage, 
unless I’m 
busy.

Let my headlamp be a 
beacon of hope in a super 
scary universe.

Toad Brigade membership card instructions 
(Kids, ask an adult for help)

1. Cut along the edge of the card(s).

2. Write your name on the front of the card.

3. Fold the card in half, and then glue or tape it together.

4. Recite the solemn oath of the Toad Brigade.
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Toad Brigade turnip 
target practice 
(Kids, ask an adult for help)

1. Cut along the edge of the character shapes.

2. Cut the center line below each character.

3.  Fold along the center line in opposite 
directions to make a stand.

4. Create the turnip on the next page.
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3. Fold and crease 
diagonally at Fold 4 to 
make the strip into an 
“L” shape.

4. Fold Fold 3 back 
down again so the 
turnips are on either side.

7. Fold diagonally across 
the square at Fold 9, really 
press down to crease it. 
Then tuck the triangular 
tab into the pocket. 

1. Fold and crease along 
Fold 1. Then fold the 
entire sheet at Fold 2 to 
create a strip of paper. 
Make sure the turnips 
are on the outside.

2. Fold the strip in half 
at Fold 3 so the turnips 
are on the outside, and 
then unfold it again.

6. Fold down Fold 7, and 
then fold again at Fold 8 to 
create a square tab. Tuck 
the tab into the pocket.

8. Start flicking the turnip 
at your enemies. The paper 
ones, not the real ones.

Hopefully, it looks something like this.

Toad 
Instructions

5. Fold Fold 5 around 
the back and fold 
Fold 6 over the top. 
Then tuck the paper 
tab into the corner of 
the triangular pocket 
you’ve created.
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